
Who’s Who in the Zoo…?
Equipe orbiCALL, that’s Who!

"Orbi Network aims to redesign the employment market through a blockchain-based 
platform that ensures transparency and verified data for both the Independent work-
force (Freelancers) and Corporations.

At Orbi.Network we believe that the next frontier and challenge for both corporate and 
workforce disciplines will be peer-to-peer collaboration. The employment market is 
highly inefficient in many ways, especially when it comes to trust between parties. Are 
they solvable? Is she really competent? Are her past experiences and ratings true?

Leveraging on Blockchain technology, at Orbi Network we believe we can create a better, 
more efficient and trustworthy environment (without relying upon trusting strangers) 
based on verified and immutable data.

On one side, corporations will have to transform their corporate work environment in 
order to access a new highly skilled population who work remotely and for their own 
benefit. To that extent, companies will have to create/use new tools to onboard and 
manage such a decentralized workforce.

On the other side, freelancers will have to access networking, training and collaborative 
tools to improve productivity and communication inside a decentralized team."

Read their latest blog here & visit their linkedIn page here

We need you at the
Zoo on the 28th June!

Can you believe it? It’s just TWO weeks until the amazing and unforgettable Who’s Who in 
the Zoo! Our agenda has been finalized and its going to be an incredible day full of 
mind-blowing pitches from some of the most prominent SME’s around, insider information 
from the likes of the EIS Association, knowledge on how to manage Brexit from Lord William 
Hague and plenty of fantastic networking opportunities…. (To give you a small taster!) Also, 
don’t forget the world-class entertainment that will keep us all on our toes! 

Book Now with our amazing ‘25%’ discount to grab our last few tickets available.

Who’s Who in the Zoo…?
Envestry, that’s Who!

BOOK HERE

BOOK HERE

Of course, the amazing Envestry will be joining us too… here’s what they have to say about 
themselves…

“Envestry is a secure online funding platform, a confidential space where sophisticated 
investors and high-growth businesses can connect, share information, secure deals and 
grow.

You can license Envestry to create your own customised, branded funding platform and 
unlock a network of sophisticated investors and new opportunities for you and your clients, 
members and communities.”

Fancy a challenge?

In association with Active Inspiration and their innovative fitness app, Fuell, Crowdfinders 
proudly presents, ‘The Crowdfinders Charity Exercise Challenge’.

In the run up to the “Who’s who in the Zoo” event on June 28th, this simple step challenge is 
a perfect way to download and experience the app for free whilst challenging yourself at the 
same time.

With some excellent prizes attached the challenge, it runs for one week starting on the 20th 
June.  Sign up today via this link:
The Crowdfinders Charity Exercise Challenge
(please select ‘Crowdfinders’ from the drop down box).

Crowdfinders. Who’ll be in the Zoo in the 28th June?

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/whos-who-in-the-zoo-tickets-44633279340#tickets
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/whos-who-in-the-zoo-tickets-44633279340?discount=Uncaged
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/whos-who-in-the-zoo-tickets-44633279340?discount=Uncaged
https://medium.com/orbi-network/orbi-network-ceo-speaker-at-chainges-conference-at-amsterdam-a61c8ecd569
https://www.linkedin.com/company/orbi-network/
https://active-inspiration.com/crowdfinders/
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/whos-who-in-the-zoo-tickets-44633279340?discount=Uncaged

